
A Solution to Stop Islam’s Ideology of Terror
Wealthy business leaders, humanitarians, media news
outlets, government agencies and people world-wide must
Stop Islam’s Ideology of Terror

FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES,
August 8, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- A perceptive writer
on religion and philosophy, Nicholas Ginex appeals to
people world-wide to support a Reformation of the Islamic
religion.

Many people have a fear of Muslims due to mass killings
by terrorist extremists.  Many North African countries and
European countries like France, England, Sweden and
Germany, are finding their culture and way of life are being
threatened. Muslims have the same feelings and wants
that other people have but there is a difference. Their
value system and sense of morality is driven by an
ideology set in the >>Qur’an and implemented by Sharia
law.<<

A brief history of Islam is provided in >>Allah, We, Our
and Us.<<  It presents why the Qur’an incites bigotry,
hatred, violence and the killing of people who have other
beliefs.  It reveals that from the very beginning of its
inception, Islamic leaders instilled an ideology that causes Muslims to believe that Islam is the
“Religion of Truth” and that Allah will “make it prevail over every other religion” (Qur’an 9:33).

Free access is provided to the novel, Allah, We, Our and Us.  It exposes the numerous sura

If Muslim Religious Leaders
Fail
to Revise the Qur'an,
Islamic Extremism and Terror
Will Always Exist”
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abominations that incite bigotry, hatred, violence and the
killing of people who have other beliefs than Islam.  

This ideology promotes a sense of superiority over other
worshippers.  A superiority similar to the German
indoctrination that they were a master race, which lead to
WWII and the mass murder of millions of Jews. The ideology
that “Islam is the religion of Truth and will prevail over every
other religion” forms the psyche of the Muslim mind.
Throughout the Qur’an, Allah is referred to in plural terms as

“We, Our and Us.”  It causes Muslims to subconsciously associate themselves with Allah. This
insidious association creates a feeling of unity with the Creator and the compulsion to impose this
unity on all people with the altruistic belief that they are promoting the integration of mankind with the
Creator.

In America, this ideology has caused the deaths on September 11, 2001 of over 3,411 American

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://iranpoliticsclub.net/library/english-library/allah-we/index.htm
http://iranpoliticsclub.net/library/english-library/allah-we/index.htm


civilians, firemen and law officers due to Muslim extremists that flew planes into the New York twin
towers and Pentagon.   The Qur’an has many verses (suras) that reveal the destruction of many
towns and cities caused by Muslims due to the insidious ideology of Islam.  Sura 7:5-7 verifies the
destruction of towns and the killing of people to have Islam prevail over every other religion.

Sura 7:5-7.  Little is it that you heed. How many a town have We destroyed! Our punishment came
upon their dwellers by night or while they slept at noon.  When Our punishment came upon them all
they could utter was: we are indeed wrongdoers.

This wonton killing of innocent lives occurred many times in many countries by an army of men
identified as “We, Our and Us.”  It cannot be Allah that Islamic scholars claim to be “We.”

The song, Sounds of Silence by Simon and Garfunkel emphasizes the need for people world-wide to
understand Why the Qur’an must be revised.

To STOP Islamic expansion the Qur’an needs to be exposed world-wide so that Muslims understand
that the Qur’an Must be Revised.  

>>>3 Step Process to Expose the Qur’an<<<

>>1. Reveal the Abominable Verses in the Quran<<

Initiate and spread a powerful advertising campaign with the resources of wealthy business leaders,
financially endowed humanitarians, government agencies such as the FBI and CIA, and of course,
the National Media in America. Many countries must join in such a communication campaign. Their
objective is to inform people WHY Islam is a danger to peace-loving people and EXPOSE the Qur’an
abominations.

The link below provides conclusive reasons why the Qur’an must be revised.

http://www.nicholasginex.com/2017/07/12/revise-the-quran-to-stop-a-world-crisis/

>>2. Initiate an Islamic Reformation<<

By exposing the many abominations of the Quran, people and Muslims around the world will become
cognizant of the need to rise up against the established imams, mullahs, and caliphs with the
objective to revise the Quran.  Exposure of the abominable verses will reveal that the Quran is NOT
perfect and that a "Party of Men" use the Quran to control and subjugate Muslim followers. They will
learn that Islam has grown into a world religion not by acceptance of other people but by force taking
their lands, wealth, and killing innocent lives.  To avoid death by the sword, families were given the
option to pay a tax to stay alive for not converting to Islam.

Why an Islamic Reformation is needed is provided in the link below.

http://www.nicholasginex.com/2017/06/07/a-needed-movement-religious-reformation-of-islam/ 

>>3. Revise the Quran to Advocate Love One Another<<

Opposing reasons to revising the Qur’an are: Muslims are too ignorant to read the Quran; both
moderate and extremist Muslims follow the Quran line-by-line; the Quran is forbidden to be revised;
most educated Muslims have not totally read the Quran in depth to understand its true nature;
indoctrination of many Muslims occurred at such a young age that education of other world and

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G1RieIRFqN0
http://www.nicholasginex.com/2017/07/12/revise-the-quran-to-stop-a-world-crisis/
http://www.nicholasginex.com/2017/06/07/a-needed-movement-religious-reformation-of-islam/


philosophic views cannot change their minds.

Religious leaders have developed rules to have people live in harmony with one another. However,
people should realize that religious beliefs are not cased in concrete never to change. As people
become more knowledgeable about themselves and the universe they must also update beliefs and
rules that were useful ages ago.

The Egyptian Priesthood of Amon revised their religious beliefs many times.  They advanced their
beliefs from the worship of many gods to one-universal God.   Modern man should be able to resolve
the religious quagmire created by Islamic religious leaders who insist that the Qur’an is Perfect.  

Religious scholars and many Islamic apostates have lost their lives because they could not overcome
the ignorance that it is forbidden to change the Qur’an.  This ignorance has created a serious world
problem due to a lack of Islamic history and knowing the TRUTH about the many abominations in the
Qur’an.  Is education the solution as proposed in the paper, >>Provide History of Religion and
God<<?
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